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IFEA VENDOR HIT HARD BY COVID-19 REINVENTS SELF  
WHILE OFFERING PANDEMIC SOLUTIONS  

 

Dearborn, MI    June 25, 2020 -- Dynamic Displays and Fabulous Inflatables have been a world-

renowned part of the IFEA’s vendor scene, making balloons and inflatables for large gatherings around 

the globe that have included the Kentucky Derby Festival, 500 Festival, three Olympics, World Cup 

Soccer, the nation's largest music festivals, the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade and six Super Bowls, for 

almost 60 years. 

"In March we saw our business begin to crumble,” said Steve Thomson, president of Dynamic Displays. 

“Staff preparing for St. Patrick’s Day parades around the country had to be told not to leave as the 

cancellations began to come in.  The trend has not improved, with the Kentucky Derby Festival, the 500 

Festival, Fourth of July events, the Pro Football Hall of fame and many others now added to the list." 

Thomson began to plan a pivot.  "We have no idea how long this will last or what long term changes 

might happen to the way we celebrate events in the future.  We had to think of a survival strategy" said 

Thomson.  

With that in mind, Dynamic Displays began a two-pronged approach. In the first project, we developed 

washable face masks, incorporating design improvements and approaches different from what we saw 

already available to people on the market, and created www.Maskcott.com a custom mask shop. 

"We saw a niche in creating a site that gave people options -- fitted or pleated, over-the-ears straps or 

surgical style, not to mention creative artwork and prints including customization for companies or 

hospital staff that want their own faces versus the impersonal look of a traditional mask," said Thomson, 

“and it's great that they are made right here in North America.” 

The other project Dynamic Displays has been working on is www.sheltair.com. "We are developing next 

generation rapid deployment tents for emergency hospitals, hangers and other shelters that can be 

shipped very small and light into difficult places and can be set up in a few hours, fully functional, " 

Thomson remarked. “These are very similar to the large field hospital that was set up in NYC's Central 

Park at the beginning of the pandemic.” 

Thomson went on to say "Dynamic Displays has a dedicated staff of about 15. Many have been with us 

for 20 plus years and some even more than 30. It is important that we find ways to keep these friends’ 

jobs secure and that’s what we’re hoping this change in direction will help do." 

For more information contact Dynamic Displays and Fabulous Inflatables president Steve Thomson at 

steve@fabulousinflatables.com or (313) 212-1298. 
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